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JAZZ: HOW CAN IT GO FORWARD?  

by Graeme Bell AO MBE 

________________________________________________________ 

This was a five-minute address given by Graeme Bell at the 2007 Bell Awards at 

BMW Edge, Federation Square, Melbourne and using the themes suggested by the 

Artistic Director of the Melbourne International Jazz Festival and organiser of the 

Bell Awards, Albert Dadon. It is reproduced from AJAZZ, the magazine of the 

Australian Jazz Museum, No 77, February, 2018. 

n the basket of pure music, jazz occupies a significant compartment. We know its 

influences and its origins, so I don’t need to go into that. It has a colourful 

history, it hasn’t been plucked out of thin air. 

It has its roots firmly planted in the soil of human emotions — sorrow, joy, anger, 

love, ecstasy, passion, warmth etc — all blended in a mix of sounds we call music. In 

the lexicon of music, jazz takes its place with Bach, Ravel, Piazzolla — the list goes on. 

So, if this is anywhere near the truth of the matter, how can it be anything other than 

of great importance to the cultural life of Australia. 

 

In the lexicon of music, jazz takes its place with Bach (pictured here), Ravel, 

Piazzolla… 

So much in jazz music resonates with the Aussie character. We are a laid back race of 

kindly larrikins. As in jazz, our quavers are not dotted and we swing through life with 

an easy rhythm! 

I 
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How can it go forward?... 

Let me start by saying that one way is to concentrate on the rich, and in many cases, 

under-developed and under-exposed talent we already have, right on our doorstep. 

As English writer Stuart Nicholson, one of the former judges for these Bell Awards 

said in his book ‘Jazz has not died, it has just changed its address’, meaning, that one 

will now find heaps of first class jazz outside the USA. 

 

English writer Stuart Nicholson: jazz has not died, it has just changed its address… 

Getting back to the question ‘How can it go forward in Australia?’, there seems to be 

little we can do with commercial radio, but the jazz broadcasters on community radio 

should play at least 80% Australian content. Another way to go forward, is to mix it 

up and to have both classic jazz and contemporary jazz on the same concert platform. 

This will open the window to the fundamentalists on either side, and reveal to them a 

different vista which they have avoided like a foreign language! 

 

In the 50s the Bell band was frequently paired off with contemporary bands such as 

the group led by Johnny Dankworth (pictured here)… 

Way back in the early ‘50s when my original Melbourne band [which was very 

traditional] was touring the provinces of Great Britain, we were frequently paired off 

with contemporary bands such as the Johnny Dankworth Seven or the Kenny  
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Album cover from Kenny Graham’s Afro-Cubists… 

Graham Band. We would share the program, and I think this scenario could be well 

worth trying in Australia. It brings into the performance space, two different 

audiences, each of whom is thus exposed to a sound on the other side of the coin. 

Who knows that a previously unforeseen tolerance and respect may develop among 

the jazz followers who are so often hidebound in their predilection of one particular 

sound. I am more than happy to say that this attitude does not exist amongst the 

professional musicians themselves, who have an all-round mutual respect for those 

who play a different style to the one which they themselves play. 

 

Graeme Bell: the buck stops with the musician. He must present his music and 

communicate with his audience…PHOTO CREDIT ROS O’GORMAN 

Lastly, I would like to repeat what I think I said last year, and that is that the buck 

stops with the musician. He must present his music and communicate with his 

audience. Much magic can arise from such a recipe. Apart from all the other benefits, 

if his audience accepts and embraces him, then he can gently push forward, and 

hopefully, take them along with him. 


